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Abstract—Optimization of computational electromagnetics (EM) simulation models can be costly in both time and computing resource.  Mesh refinement is a key parameter in determining the number of unknowns to be processed, which, in turn, controls the time and memory required. Hence, it is important to use only a mesh that is good enough for the objectives of the simulation.  This might be for direct handling of high-fidelity EM models or, even more importantly, for setting up low-fidelity models in variable-fidelity optimization. On the other hand, in the early stages of an optimization process, a relatively coarse mesh can show whether the governing parameters of the simulation are being appropriately modeled.  As the simulation geometry approaches its target, then so to can the mesh definition become more refined. This paper presents an approach to identify the minimum acceptable mesh coarseness based on the projected evolution of FSV’s Global Difference Measure as a model is refined from a very crude representation. Our approach is demonstrated using two examples of antenna structures.






HIS paper addresses the issue of optimization of computational electromagnetics. It is clear that any iterative or ‘biologically inspired’ optimization routine will require large numbers of simulations in order to be able to identify the geometry that matches, most closely, the target behavior.  There have been many advances in computer technology, including parallel processing and GPU acceleration, and advances in the mathematics of the base methods, such as improved schemes for solving sparse matrices.  However, despite these, simulation of non-trivial systems is still costly in memory requirements and time.  Hence, the ability to run simulations based on using the smallest possible number of unknowns offers the advantage of avoiding wasted time.  The key question is how does the modeler know when the refinement of the simulation is “good enough”?  In most cases, this will be rule based (e.g. ensure at least ten nodes per wavelength) or visually based (i.e. ‘eye-balling’ graphs and selecting the coarsest mesh that looks correct).  In order to be able to automate such simulations, the rule-base may be too restrictive or not refined enough, and the visual inspection requires repeated human interaction, which diminishes the “automated” aspect of the optimization and opens up the decision making to inter alia subjectivity and fatigue. This paper applies the FSV (Feature Selective Validation) method [1] to provide a measure of distance between simulations, where that distance is the quality of the comparison between the simulations.  
FSV was chosen because it provides a distance measure based on the envelope / shape of the data to be compared as well as the individual features themselves.  Further, the results do not depend on the order in which comparisons are performed, so A vs. B gives the same answer as B vs. A.  Further, as the usual basis on which the assessment of the coarsest possible mesh is usually visually based, and FSV has been shown to broadly mimic the response of a group of engineers performing visual assessment [2], it is a natural choice. The approach uses the least refined simulation as a reference and looks for the point at which the distance ceases to grow with a high rate of change.  This provides the relevant information to decide on the point at which the model is ‘good enough’.
	Deciding about the sufficient level of structure discretization is important for setting up the “accurate” (or high-fidelity EM model).  However, it is even more important for variable- or multi-level optimization approaches [3][4]. While the former can be done in a more or less straightforward way (through mesh independence study), automation of the process is highly desirable. For the latter, finding a proper trade-off between the low-fidelity EM model accuracy and speed may be critical for the performance of the underlying optimization algorithm [5]. This is particularly the case of surrogate-based optimization (SBO) approaches where the lower-fidelity model is, upon suitable correction, used as a prediction tool leading towards a better design at a low computational cost [4]. 
 This paper uses the concept of convergence of a model with increasing refinement, as measured using FSV, to determine when that refinement is ‘good enough’. The novelty of this paper is that it does not use an ‘infinitessimal grid’ refinement as a reference but uses a coarse grid as a reference and applies growth curves to predict the point at which additional refinement reaches the “point of diminishing returns”. The method is outlined in section II and the operation of it is demonstrated in section III. A brief summary concludes the paper in section IV.
II.	 Basis of method









Figure 1 Graphical representation of the anticipated effect of improving the model refinement on the FSV (e.g. GDM) value.

This is clearly similar in structure to a “growth curve”. There are a number of growth curves available and all represent growth/development/ replacement in different environments.  The most commonly applied of these curves are the Logistic, Gompertz and Morgan-Mercer-Flodin (MMF) curves.  Each of these curves orginates in biological or related systems and describes a particular set of behaviors (for the purpose of this paper such background can be omitted for brevity). In brief, the Logistic curve represents the growth of a population until it reaches saturation. The Logistic curve can be described using equation (1)
           		 (1)
Here, y is the parameter being modeled, t is the independent variable (e.g. time) and a, b and c are parameters that determine the shape of the curve.

The Gompertz curve is typically described as a ‘mortality’ model, where an initially slowly increasing birthrate leads to a rapidly increasing population, which, in turn stabilizes as the death rate begins to match the birth  rate.  It can be described using equation (2)
 			 (2)
Here, y is what being modeled, t is the independent variable (e.g. time, as above) and a, b and c are parameters that determine the shape of the curve and they means respectively the time of maximum growth, the growth rate and the upper asymptote.

The Morgan-Mercer-Flodin (MMF) curve is often used to model the growth of trees, etc. when early on, they are not well enough developed to support rapid growth, but once they are, the growth is very rapid and slows down as the size limits the ability to absorb enough nutrients to be able to fuel further rapid growth.  It is described using equation (3)

                                                         (3)


Here, y is the parameter being modelled as a function of x, with a, b, c, d being curve fit parameters.

As will be seen in the results later, the MMF curve copes very well with the data resulting from the comparison.  The next section will take two simple antenna models and apply the appropriate curve fit. 
III.	Preliminary analysis

Two simple antenna models were used as a preliminary test of this idea: a dipole and a monopole, both of which are familiar in EMC metrology – although the devices used have sufficient complexity to be good tests of the proposed aproach.  FSV was used to compare each model refinement against the coarsest (baseline) configuration: in this case seven lines-per-wavelength. The value chosen was the GDM (Global Difference Measure) as this accounts for both the feature location and amplitude changes.  Curve fitting was used to obtain the coefficients to the previous equations.  In order to obtain the minimum acceptable lines-per-wavelength, the curve fitting was re-run by adding in one data point (i.e. an additional line-per-wavelength result) at a time until a stable curve fit was obtained using a minimum of four data points to ensure a trend was being identified and not simply a coincidencidental fit - and adding an additional data point for added surety. Hence, for this study, the fewest data points, i.e. coarse simulations, is five.  Results from the finest mesh available and the proposed coarsest acceptable mesh are then presented to demonstrate the behavior of the method.

A.	Planar UWB Dipole Antenna
The first example is a planar, single layer, dipole antenna shown in Fig. 2. The structure consists of a driven element with a coaxial feed and two parasitic strips [6]. The antenna is designed to work on Rogers RT5880 dielectric substrate (εr = 2.2, tanδ = 0.0009, h = 1.58 mm). The computational model is implemented in CST Microwave Studio [7]. The structure discretization density is determined by the lines-per-wavelength (LPW) parameter, which takes the values from 7 (very coarse mesh) to 35 (very fine mesh).


Fig. 2. Geometry of the planar UWB dipole antenna [4].

The simulation results of the reflection coefficient |S11| at a selected geometry from the data ranging from 7 lines-per-wavelength to 35 lines-per-wavelength are given in Figure 3.  The FSV comparison data was obtained by taking the GDM of increasing lines-per-wavelength results compared with the coarsest mesh used of seven lines per wavelength. This is presented in Figure 4 and shows a tendency to asymptotic behavior as the lines per wavelength is increased.


Fig. 3 Dipole simulation results


Fig. 4 Dipole FSV results

Figure 5 compares the FSV value with the growth curve obtained from all the data, and the curve obtained from five data points (the minimum number of data points to give a stable growth curve (plus one data point) as previously described).  In this case, the five points extended up to the 15 lines per wavelength result. The conclusion that can be drawn from the full data is that the rate of convergence slows rapidly just below 20 points. The five point curve fit suggests that something close to 10 points will give a good coarse representation of the model, providing an objective trade-off between speed and accuracy.


Fig. 5 Growth curves compared with FSV value

Figure 6 simplifies Figure 3 by showing the results from the finest mesh (35 lines per wavelength) and the base-line mesh (7 lines per wavelength) with the 11 lines per wavelength reference. The error in the location of the upper resonance is approximately 3%


Fig 6 Results for proposed mesh based on growth curve fitting compared with the finest and coarsest meshes available.

B.	UWB Monopole Antenna
Consider a UWB monopole antenna shown in Fig. 7 [7]. The radiator is composed of three stacked trapezoids fed by a 50 Ω microstrip line. The antenna is designated to work on Taconic RF-35 dielectric substrate (εr = 3.5 tanδ = 0.0018, h = 0.762 mm). The antenna is simulated in CST [5].


Fig. 7.  Geometry of 13-variable planar UWB monopole antenna. 

The simulation results are shown in Figure 6 with the FSV value as a function of lines-per-wavelength and the equivalent growth curves shown in Figure 7. The shape of the reduced data growth curve suggests that the selected refinement should be no less than 11 lpw, so a value of 13 lpw would be acceptable


Fig 6 Monopole simulation results.


Fig 8 Monopole FSV results and resulting growth curves.

Figure 9 compares the lpw = 13 results with the finest and coarsest mesh.  It can be seen that the proposed coarseness produces results much closer to the fine meshed results.


Fig. 9 Proposed mesh density results with the coarsest and finest meshed results.
IV.	Conclusions
A method has been presented to enable automatic, objective, selection of the minimum acceptable meshing density in a computational electromagnetics simulation. The established norm is to compare results of increasing refinement with a high resolution implementation in order to identify the acceptable lower limit. However, the approach demonstrated here uses a coarse mesh as the reference, removing the necessity to run a costly high fidelity simulation and opening up new opportunities to further automate surrogate based optimization.
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